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Office in Stockholm formalizes KKR’s Nordics footprint and provides a platform for growth for all investment activities across the region

STOCKHOLM, Sweden--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- KKR, a leading global investment firm, today announced the opening of a new office in Stockholm, Sweden, building on its strong investment track record 
in the Nordics and reflecting its growth ambitions for the region. The office will represent all KKR investment platforms, including Private Equity, Infrastructure, Technology and Healthcare Growth, Impact, 
Real Estate and Credit, across the Nordics.

KKR has an established track record in the Nordic region, managing long-term capital on behalf of a substantial number of investors in the Nordics and having successfully invested more than €5bn of equity 
in over 22 transactions. In the last two years, KKR has made seven investments in the Nordics including Söderberg & Partners, Sector Alarm, Wolt, Nordic Bioscience, Caruna, Avida and a residential real 
estate joint venture in Denmark.

In many of these investments, KKR has invested directly alongside founders or families to support their growth ambitions and has provided substantial capital for follow-on acquisitions. 79% of KKR’s 
investments in Europe over the last decade have been such investments with founder or family owners.

Johannes Huth, Partner and Head of KKR EMEA, and Philipp Freise, Partner and Co-Head of European Private Equity at KKR, said: “Over the last 20 years, we have built strong operations across Europe, 
providing local companies with access to an unparalleled global network and significant value-added resources. The opening of the Stockholm office further confirms our long-standing commitment to the 
Nordic region and underlines KKR’s unique strength, combining local presence with our global network and resources.”

Hans Arstad, Director at KKR who will lead the Stockholm office, said: “The Nordic region is a core focus of our European investment activities. We will continue to support Nordic entrepreneurs, 
companies and management teams with a strong, global network, deep sector expertise and targeted growth acquisitions. We will also specifically focus on investments in companies advancing solutions to 
global environmental and sustainability challenges, which has been a core investment theme for us.”

Carl Lithander, Managing Director at KKR in the Client and Partner Group, will also be based in Stockholm and will continue to lead fundraising activities and engagement with Nordic investors for the 
global KKR platform.

Stockholm marks KKR’s ninth office in Europe and the Middle East, in addition to Paris, Frankfurt, Madrid, Dublin, Luxembourg, London, Dubai and Riyadh. KKR’s Stockholm office will be located at 
Birger Jarlsgatan 15.
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About KKR

KKR is a leading global investment firm that offers alternative asset management and capital markets and insurance solutions. KKR aims to generate attractive investment returns by following a patient and 
disciplined investment approach, employing world-class people and supporting growth in its portfolio companies and communities. KKR sponsors investment funds that invest in private equity, credit and 
real assets and has strategic partners that manage hedge funds. KKR’s insurance subsidiaries offer retirement, life and reinsurance products under the management of The Global Atlantic Financial Group. 
References to KKR’s investments may include the activities of its sponsored funds and insurance subsidiaries. For additional information about KKR & Co. Inc. (NYSE: KKR), please visit KKR’s website at 

www.kkr.com and on Twitter @KKR_Co.
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